In this paper, we explore the knowledge distillation approach under the multi-task learning setting. We distill the BERT model refined by multi-task learning on seven datasets of the GLUE benchmark into a bidirectional LSTM with attention mechanism. Unlike other BERT distillation methods which specifically designed for Transformer-based architectures, we provide a general learning framework. Our approach is model agnostic and can be easily applied on different future teacher models. Compared to a strong, similarly BiLSTM-based approach, we achieve better quality under the same computational constraints. Compared to the present state of the art, we reach comparable results with much faster inference speed.
Introduction
Pretrained language models learn highly effective general language representations from largescale unlabeled data. A few prominent examples include ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) , BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) , RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019c) , and XLNet , all of which have achieved state of the art in many natural language processing (NLP) tasks, such as natural language inference, sentiment classification, and semantic textual similarity. However, such models use dozens, if not hundreds, of millions of parameters, invariably leading to resource-intensive inference. The consensus is that we need to cut down the model size and reduce the computational cost while maintaining comparable quality.
One approach to address this problem is knowledge distillation (KD; Ba and Caruana, 2014; Hinton et al., 2015) , where a large model functions as a teacher and transfers its knowledge to a small student model. Previous methods focus on task-specific KD, which transfers knowledge from a single-task teacher to its student. In Sun et al. (2019) , Jiao et al. (2019) , and Zhao et al. (2019) , the KD algorithms are specially designed for transformer-based architectures, and the student models are adapted from teacher models. Tang et al. (2019) instead distill BERT into a single-layer BiLSTM, picking a simple neural network but sacrificing model effectiveness.
In this paper, we explore the knowledge distillation method under the setting of multi-task learning (MTL; Caruana, 1997; Baxter, 2000) . We propose to distill the student model from different tasks jointly. We have a trifecta of reasons: first, the distilled model learns a more universal language representation by leveraging cross-task data. Second, the student model achieves both comparable quality and fast inference speed across multiple tasks. Third, our proposed framework is quite general, where the architecture of student model is independent of the teacher model. Motivated by the above reasons, we apply multi-task learning in knowledge distillation. Multiple task objectives serve as a form of regularization, discouraging the student model from overfitting to a specific task. MTL is based on the idea (Maurer et al., 2016) that tasks are related by means of a common low dimensional representation. We also provide an intuitive explanation on why using shared structure could possibly help by assuming some connections over the conditional distribution of different tasks.
Although most of the KD works (Sun et al., 2019; Jiao et al., 2019) employ the Transformerbased architecture in their student models, we choose a simple bi-attentive neural network adapted from McCann et al. (2017) . Our reason is twofold: first, Tang et al. (2019) examine the representation capacity of a simple, single-layer Bi-LSTM only, so we are interested in whether adding more previous effective modules, such as an attention mechanism, will further improve its effectiveness. Second, our approach is model agnostic, i.e., the choice of student model does not depend on the teacher model architecture. The teacher model can be easily switched to other powerful language models other than BERT. We also study several important problems in knowledge distillation, such as the choice of modules in student model, the influence of different tokenization methods, and the influence of MTL in KD.
We evaluate our approach on seven datasets in sentence classification and sentence matching. We find that our approach outperforms a strong baseline, ELMo, on all datasets with 80 times fewer parameters. Besides "Distilled BiLSTM", our model compares favorably to other models in inference speed while maintaining comparable performances.
Related Work
Language model pretraining. Given a sequence of tokens, pretrained language models encode each token as a general language representational embedding. A large body of literature has explored this area. Traditional pretrained word representations (Turian et al., 2010) presume singular word meanings and thus adapt poorly to multiple contexts-for some notable examples, see word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) , GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) , and FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) . For more flexible word representations, a few advancements exist: Neelakantan et al. (2015) learn multiple embeddings per word type; con-text2vec (Melamud et al., 2016) uses bidirectional LSTM to encode contexts around target words; CoVe (McCann et al., 2017) trains LSTM encoders on some machine translation datasets, showing that these encoders are well-transferable to other tasks. Prominently, ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) learns deep word representations using a bidirectional language model. It can be easily added to an existing model and boost performance across six challenging NLP tasks.
Fine-tuning approaches are mostly employed in more recent work. They pretrain the language model on a large-scale unlabeled corpus and then fine-tune it with in-domain labeled data for a supervised downstream task (Dai and Le, 2015; Howard and Ruder, 2018) . BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) , GPT (Radford et al., 2018) and are some of the prominent ex-amples. Following BERT, XLNet proposes a generalized autoregressive pretraining method and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019c) optimizes BERT pretraining approach. These pretrained models are large in size and contain millions of parameters. We target the BERT model and aim to address this problem through knowledge distillation. Our approach can be easily applied to other models as well.
Knowledge distillation. Knowledge distillation (Ba and Caruana, 2014; Hinton et al., 2015) transfers knowledge from a large teacher model to a smaller student model. Since the distillation only matches the output distribution, the student model architecture can be completely different from that of the teacher model. There are already many efforts trying to distill BERT into smaller models. BERT-PKD (Sun et al., 2019) extracts knowledge not only from the last layer of the teacher, but also from previous layers. TinyBERT (Jiao et al., 2019) introduces a two-stage learning framework which performs transformer distillation at both pretraining and task-specific stages. Zhao et al. (2019) train a student model with smaller vocabulary and lower hidden states dimensions. Distil-BERT 1 reduces the layers of BERT and uses this small version of BERT as its student model. All the aforementioned distillation methods are performed on a single task, specifically designed for the transformer-based teacher architecture, resulting in poor generalizability to other type of models. Our objective is to invent a general distillation framework, applicable to either transformer-based models or other architectures as well. Tang et al. (2019) distill BERT into a single-layer BiLSTM. In our paper, we hope to extract more knowledge from BERT through multi-task learning, while keeping the student model simple.
Multi-task learning. Multi-task learning (MTL) has been successfully applied on different applications (Collobert and Weston, 2008; Deng et al., 2013; Girshick, 2015) . MTL helps the pretrained language models learn more generalized text representation by sharing the domain-specific information contained in each related task training signal (Caruana, 1997) . Liu et al. (2019b Liu et al. ( , 2015 propose a multi-task deep neural network (MT-DNN) for learning representations across multiple tasks. (Clark et al., 2019) propose to use knowledge dis-tillation so that single task models can teach a multi-task model. Liu et al. (2019a) train an ensemble of large DNNs and then distill their knowledge to a single DNN via multi-task learning to ensemble its teacher performance.
Model Architecture
In this section, we introduce the teacher model and student model for our distillation approach.
Multi-Task Refined Teacher Model
We argue that multi-task learning can leverage the regularization of different natural language understanding tasks. Under this setting, language models can be more effective in learning universal language representations. To this end, we consider the bidirectional transformer language model (BERT; Devlin et al., 2019) as bottom shared text encoding layers, and fine-tune the task-specific top layers for each type of NLU task. There are mainly two stages for the training procedure: pretraining the shared layer and multi-task refining. Shared layer pretraining. Following Devlin et al. (2019) , the input token is first encoded as the the summation of its corresponding token embeddings, segmentation embeddings and position embeddings. The input embeddings are then mapped into contextual embeddings C through a multilayer bidirectional transformer encoder. The pretraining of these shared layers use the cloze task and next sentence prediction task. We use the pretrained BERT LARGE to initialize these shared layers.
Multi-task refining. The contextual embeddings C are then passed through the upper task-specific layers. Following Liu et al. (2019b) , our current NLU training tasks on GLUE (Wang et al., 2018) can be classified into four categories: singlesentence classification (CoLA and SST-2), pairwise text classification (RTE, MNLI, WNLI, QQP, and MRPC), pairwise text similarity (STS-B), and relevance ranking (QNLI). Each category corresponds to its own output layer.
Here we take the text similarity task as an example to demonstrate the implementation details. Following Devlin et al. (2019) , we consider the contextual embedding of the special [CLS] token as the semantic representation of the input sentence pair (X 1 , X 2 ). The similarity score can be predicted by the similarity ranking layer:
where W ST S is a task-specific learnable weight vector and x is the contextual embedding of the [CLS] token. In the multi-task refining stage, all the model parameters, including bottom shared layers and task-specific layers, are updated through minibatch stochastic gradient descent (Li et al., 2014) . The training data are packed into mini-batches and each mini-batch only contains samples from one task. Running all the mini-batches in each epoch approximately optimizes the sum all of all multitask objectives. In each epoch, the model is updated according to the selected mini-batch and its task-specific objective. We still take the text similarity task as an example, where each pair of sentences is labeled with a real-value similarity score y. We use the mean-squared error loss as our objective function:
(2) For text classification task, we use the crossentropy loss as the objective function. For relevance ranking task, we minimize the negative log likelihood of the positive examples (Liu et al., 2019b) . We can also easily add other tasks by adding its own task-specific layer.
Bi-attentive Student Neural Network
Our student model is adapted from the bi-attentive classification network (BCN) of McCann et al. (2017) , as depicted in Figure 1 . For equation representations, the embedding vectors of input sequences are denoted as w x and w y . For singlesentence input tasks, w y is the same as w x . ⊕ represents vectors concatenation. w x and w y are first converted intoŵ x andŵ y through a feedforward network with ReLU activation (Nair and Hinton, 2010) function. For each token inŵ x andŵ y , we then use a bi-directional LSTM encoder to compute its hidden states and stack them over time axis to form matrices X and Y separately.
Next, we apply the biattention mechanism (Xiong et al., 2016; Seo et al., 2016) to compute the attention contexts A = XY of the input sequences. The attention weight A x and A y is extracted through a column-wise normalization for each sequence. The context vectors C x and C y for each token is computed as the multiplication of its corresponding representation and attention weight:
Same as (McCann et al., 2017) , we concatenate three different computations between original representations and context vector to reinforce their relationships. The concatenated vectors are then passed through one single-layer BiLSTM:
The pooling operations are then applied on the outputs of BiLSTM. We use max, mean, and selfattentive pooling to extract features. The selfattentive pooling x self and y self are weighted summation of each sequence:
The max, min, mean, and self-attentive pooled representations are then concatenated to get one context representation. We feed this context representation through a fully-connected layer to get final output.
Multi-Task Distillation
The output of the bi-attentive student model, introduced in Section 3.2, represents hidden representations of the input sequences. The bi-attentive student model parameters are shared across all tasks. We begin by describing the task-specific layers: for each task, the hidden representations are first fed to a fully connected layer with rectified linear units (ReLU), whose outputs are passed to another linear transformation to get logits z = W h. During multi-task training, the parameters from both the bottom bi-attentive student network and upper task-specific layers are jointly updated.
Considering one text classification problem, denoted as task t, a softmax layer will perform the following operations on the i th dimension of z to get the predicted probability for the i th class:
According to Ba and Caruana (2014) , training the student network on logits will make learning easier. There might be information loss from transferring logits into probability space, so it follows that the teacher model's logits provides more information about the internal model behaviour than its predicted one-hot labels. Then, our distillation objective is to minimize the mean-squared error (MSE) between the student network logits z t S and the teacher's logits z t T :
The training samples are selected from each dataset and packed into task-specific batches. For task t, we denote the current selected batch as b t . For each epoch, the model running through all the batches equals to attending over all the tasks:
12) During training, the teacher model first uses the pretrained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019) to initialize its parameters of shared layers. It then follows the multi-task refining procedure described in Section 3.1 to update both the bottom shared-layers and upper task-specific layers.
For student model, the shared parameters of the bi-attentive network are randomly initialized. During training, for each batch, the teacher model first predicts teacher logits. The student model then updates both the bottom shared layer and the upper task-specific layers according to the teacher logits. The complete procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Multi-task Distillation
Initialize the shared layers with BERT Large then multi-task refine the teacher model Randomly initialize the student model parameters Set the max number of epoch: epoch max // Pack the data for T Tasks into batches for t ← 1 to T do 1. Generate augmented data: t aug 2. Pack the dataset t and t aug into batch D t end for // Train the student model for epoch ← 1 to epoch max do 1. Merge all datasets:
3. Predict logits z T from teacher model 4. Predict logits z S from student model 5. Compute loss L distill (θ) 6. Update student model: θ = θ − α∇ θ L distill end for end for
An Intuitive Explanation
In this section we give an intuitive explanation on why using some shared structure during the multitask training could possibly help. Suppose the samples of the task T are independent and identically distributed x T , y T ∼ P T X Y , where x T , y T are the feature and labels of the samples in task T respectively. The joint density can be decomposed as p T (x, y) = p T (x)p T (y|x). During the discriminative learning process, one tries to estimate the conditional distribution p T (·|x). For different tasks, p T (·|X) could be very different. Indeed if there is no connections in p T (·|X) for different tasks, then it is hard to believe training on one task may help another. However if we assume some smoothness over p T (·|X), then some connections can be built across tasks.
Without loss of generality, we investigate the case of two tasks. For task T 1 and T 2 , let's assume there exist some common domain of representations H, and two functions:
where g T : H → Y T is a function that maps from the common domain H to the task labels Y T for task T , • denotes function composition, and η is a smoothness constant. The Lipschitz-ish inequality (15) suggests the hidden representation h T 1 on task T 1 may help the estimation of h T 2 , since h T 2 (x 2 ) will be close to h T 1 (x 1 ) if x 1 and x 2 are close enough. This is implicitly captured if we use one common network to model both h T 1 and h T 2 since the neural network with ReLU activation is Lipschitz.
Experiments

Datasets
We conduct the experiments on seven most widely used datasets in the General Language Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) benchmark (Wang et al., 2018) : one sentiment dataset SST-2 (Socher et al., 2013) , two paraphrase identification datasets QQP 2 and MRPC (Dolan and Brockett, 2005) , one text similarity dataset STS-B (Cer et al., 2017) , and three natural language inference datasets MNLI (Williams et al., 2018) , QNLI (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) and RTE.
Implementation Details
We use the released MT-DNN model 3 to initialize our teacher model. We further refine the model against the multi-task learning objective for 1 epoch with learning rate set to 5e-4. The performance of our refined MT-DNN is lower than reported results in Liu et al. (2019b) .
The student model is initialized randomly. For multi-task distillation, We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and with learning rates of 5e-4. The batch size is set to 128, and the maximum epoch is 16. We clip the gradient norm within 1 to avoid gradient exploding. The number of BiLSTM hidden units in student model are all set to 256. The output feature size of task-specific linear layers is 512. We also take the next step to fine-tune the multi-task distilled student model on each task. The learning rate is chosen from {1, 1.5, 5}×10 −5 according to the validation set loss on each task. Other parameters remain the same as above.
For both teacher and student models, we use WordPiece embeddings (Wu et al., 2016) with a 30522 token vocabulary. For student model multitask training, the embeddings remain fixed. For fine-tuning stage, the embeddings are updated for only MRPC and RTE datasets.
Data augmentation. The training data for typical natural language understanding tasks is usually very limited. Larger amounts of data are desirable for the teacher model to fully express its knowledge. Tang et al. (2019) proposes two methods for text data augmentation: masking and POS-guided word replacement. We employ the only first masking technique which randomly replaces a word in the sentence with [MASK], because, as shown in both Tang et al. (2019) and our own experiments, POS-guided word replacement does not lead to consistent improvements in quality across most of the tasks. Following their strategies, for each word in a sentence, we perform masking with probability p mask = 0.1. We don't perform any other modifications on this word with remaining probabilities. For sentence pair datasets, we either modify only one sentence, or modify both of them.
Results Analysis
The results on test data reported by the official GLUE evaluation server are summarized in Table  1 . Each entry in the table is briefly introduced below: 3 https://github.com/namisan/mt-dnn BNN MTL . This model is the multi-task distilled student model described in Section 3.2. We use the combination of original corpus and augmentation data in distillation procedure. For smaller datasets STS-B, MRPC and RTE, the size of the augmented dataset is 40 times the sizes of the original corpus; 10 times for other larger datasets.
BNN. We fine-tune the BNN MTL on each dataset. During fine-tuning, the parameters of both shared BNN MTL and upper task-specific layers are updated.
MT-DNN. The results of MT-DNN are reported in Liu et al. (2019b) . We tried to replicate their results using their released model. MT-DNN Teacher is our replicated model and we use it as our teacher model.
BERT-PKD. This is the BERT distilled model using Patient-KD-Skip approach described in Sun et al. (2019) . They use 3 and 6 layers of transformers as the student models, which are listed as BERT 3 -PKD and BERT 6 -PKD.
TinyBERT Jiao et al. (2019) propose a knowledge distillation method specially designed for transformer-based models. TinyBERT performs distillation both in pretraining and task-specific learning stages.
ALBERT. Lan et al. (2019) propose a lite BERT using two parameter-reduction techniques and a self-supervised loss. The results in the table are reported by the best-performing settings xxlarge. ALBERT 1.5M is the checkpoint at 1.5M steps. ALBERT ensembles consists of 6 to 17 checkpoints in the ensembles. BERT EXTREME . Zhao et al. (2019) aims to train a student model with smaller vocabulary and lower hidden state dimensions. The results are from their best setting: 4928 vocab size and 192 hidden dimension.
Other models. The BERT models results are reported from Devlin et al. (2019) . OpenAI GPT results are from (Radford et al., 2018) . The results of ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) are from the GLUE leaderboard. Table 2 : Ablation studies on the dev set of different training procedures. Line 1 to Line 5 are all trained with the original dataset, without using augmentation data. Line 1 is the base model trained without distillation. Line 2 is distilled from single task. Line 3 is the Multi-task distilled model. Line 4 is the Multi-task distilled model using word-level tokenizer. Line 5 is the Multi-task distilled BiLSTM. Line 6 is the multi-task distilled model with augmentation data. Both Line 5 and Line 6 are not fine-tuned.
Analysis of Model Quality
After fine-tuning on each individual task, BNN is consistently better than BNN MTL . The fine-tuning step is indispensable to the training process. Although the student model acquires more general representation capacity through multi-tasking distillation, which is a good initialization, the taskspecific fine-tuning further improves the model in the target domain. The largest improvement is from STS-B dataset, 2.3 points improvement of both Spearman's r and Pearson's ρ. We surmise that STS-B is the only regression task among all the datasets. The fine-tuning step could instill more regression features to the model. Our model also has better or comparable performance compared with ELMo and OpenAI GPT.
BNN has higher performance than ELMo over all seven datasets: notably 8.4 points for RTE, 8.6 points in Spearman's ρ for STS-B, 7.6 points in F-1 measure for QQP, and 0.6 to 5.6 points higher for other datasets. Compared with OpenAI GPT, our model is 11.3 points higher for RTE and 4 points higher for MRPC.
The results compared with other BERT distillation models demonstrate that: (1) Among all the distillation models of the same parameter numbers magnitude, our BNN has the comparable performance with the least number of parameters. We significantly outperforms BERT 3 -PKD by a range of 0.4 ∼ 9.1 points. We are slightly better than BERT 6 -PKD on MRPC of 0.4 points in F1-measure with only ∼ 24% parameters. (2) Table 3 : Ablation experiments on the dev set use different training tasks in multi-task distillation. The results are reported with the original corpus, without augmentation data. The model is fine-tuned on each individual task.
outperform TinyBERT on RTE with 4.4 points. On other datasets, the performance gap are 1.62 points on average. However, the training (distillation) time for TinyBERT is 30 times longer than ours as it requires a huge wikipedia dataset for general distillation. Also TinyBERT is specially designed for KD of transformer-based models, our method is model-agnostic.
Ablation Study
We conduct ablation studies to investigate the contributions of: (1) the different training procedures (in Table 2 ); (2) Different training tasks in multitask distillation (in Table 3 ). We also compare the inference speed of different models (in Table 4 ).
Do we need attention in the student model? Yes. Tang et al. (2019) distill BERT into a simple BiL-STM network. Results in Table 1 demonstrates that our model is better than Distilled BiLSTM and achieves an improvement range of 2.2 ∼ 6.1 points across six datasets. To make fair comparison, we also list the results of multi-task distilled BiLSTM in Line 5 in Table 2 . It's obvious that Line 6, which is the model with bi-attentive mechanism, significantly outperform Line 5. We surmise that the attention module is an integral part of the student model for sequence modeling.
Better vocabulary choices? WordPiece works better than the word-level tokenizers in our experiments. The WordPiece-tokenized vocabulary size is 30522, while the word-level tokenized vocabulary size is much larger, along with more unknown tokens. WordPiece effectively reduces the vocabulary size and improves rare-word handling. The comparison between Line 4 and Line 6 in Table 2 demonstrates that the method of tokenization influences all the tasks. The influence of MTL in KD? The single-task distilled results are represented in Line 2 of Table 2. Compared with Line 6, all the tasks benefit from information sharing through multi-task distillation. Especially for STS-B, the only regression task, greatly benefit from the joint learning from other classification tasks. We also illustrate the influence of different number of tasks for training. In Table 3 , the training set incorporates tasks of the same type individually. Even for the tasks which are in the training sets, they still perform better in the all tasks training setting. For example, for RTE, the All Tasks setting increases 1.4 points than the NLI Tasks setting. For other training settings which RTE is not included in the training set, All Tasks leads to higher performance advantages.
Model efficiency. To test the model efficiency, we ran the experiments on QNLI training set. We perform the inference on a single NVIDIA V100 GPU with batch size of 128, maximum sequence length of 128. The reported inference time is the total running time of 100 batches.
From Table 4 , the inference time for our model is 2.93s. We also implement Distilled BiLSTM from Tang et al. (2019) and their inference time is 1.36s. From Jiao et al. (2019) , the inference time for BERT-PKD (4 layers) and TinyBERT is 63.7 and 19.9 individually on a single NVIDIA K80 GPU. Our model significantly outperforms Dis-tilled BiLSTM with same magnitude speed. It also achieves comparable results but much faster in efficiency compared with other distillation models.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a general framework for multi-task knowledge distillation. We distill knowledge from a multi-task refined BERT model (teacher model) into a bi-attentive neural network (student model). We achieved comparable results on seven datasets with high inference efficiency.
